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Abstract: The branching fractions of the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays
D+ ! K K+K+, D+ !  +K+ and D+s !  K+K+ are measured using the de-
cays D+ ! K ++ and D+s ! K K++ as normalisation channels. The measurements
are performed using proton-proton collision data collected with the LHCb detector at a
centre-of-mass energy of 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.0 fb 1. The
results are
B(D+ ! K K+K+)
B(D+ ! K ++) = (6:541 0:025 0:042) 10
 4;
B(D+ !  +K+)
B(D+ ! K ++) = (5:231 0:009 0:023) 10
 3;
B(D+s !  K+K+)
B(D+s ! K K++)
= (2:372 0:024 0:025) 10 3;
where the uncertainties are statistical and systematic, respectively. These are the most
precise measurements up to date.
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1 Introduction
Precise measurements of the branching fractions of doubly Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) de-
cays of charmed mesons provide important information for the understanding of the decay
dynamics of these particles. The theoretical description of charm-meson decays is challeng-
ing. The charm quark is not heavy enough for a reliable application of the factorisation
approach and heavy-quark expansion tools, successfully used in B-meson decays. It is also
not light enough for the application of chiral perturbation theory, as in the case of kaon
decays. Phenomenological models and approximate symmetries, such as those based on
the diagrammatic approach [1, 2], rely on the knowledge of branching fractions and, in the
case of multi-body nal states, resonant structures, as key inputs. Whilst the branching
fractions of some decay modes of charmed mesons are well measured, the uncertainties on
branching fractions of doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays are still large.
In this paper, three ratios of branching fractions of DCS decays of D+ and D+s mesons
1
are measured with unprecedented precision,
B(D+! K K+K+)
B(D+! K ++) ;
B(D+!  +K+)
B(D+! K ++) ;
B(D+s !  K+K+)
B(D+s ! K K++)
: (1.1)
In addition, the branching fraction of the Cabibbo-suppressed (CS) D+! K K++ decay
is measured relative to that of the Cabibbo-favoured (CF) D+! K ++ decay.
1Throughout this paper, charge conjugated decays are implied.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1. Feynman diagrams for the DCS decays (a) D+! K K+K+, (b) D+!  +K+ and
(c) D+s !  K+K+.
Ratio Value [10 3]
B(D+! K K+K+)=B(D+! K ++) 0.95 0.22
B(D+!  +K+)=B(D+! K ++) 5.77 0.22
B(D+s !  K+K+)=B(D+s ! K K++) 2.33 0.23
B(D+! K K++)=B(D+! K ++) 105.9 1.8
Table 1. World averages for the branching-fractions ratios under consideration [3].
Tree-level diagrams for the three DCS decays are exemplied in gure 1, where the
nal state particles can be produced through resonances not explicitly shown. The decay
D+! K K+K+ is expected to occur through an annihilation process as in gure 1a but
it is also possible to produce the K K+K+ nal state through a diagram similar to that in
gure 1b, where a K+K  pair could be formed through the K0K0! K+K  rescattering
or through a resonance that couples to both d d and ss.
The world averages [3] of these ratios of branching fractions are listed in table 1. In
the case of the D+! K K+K+ decay, there is only one previous measurement by the
FOCUS collaboration [4], based on a sample of 65  15 decays and with a precision of 23%.
The results presented in this paper are obtained with a sample of pp-collision data
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.0 fb 1, collected at a centre-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV with the LHCb detector. In section 2 a description of the detector and simulation
is presented. The method used to measure the ratio of branching fractions is described
in section 3. The selection is discussed in section 4. The determination of the eciencies
in bins of the phase space is explained in section 5. The t model and the evaluation of
the signal yields are presented in section 6. Systematic uncertainties associated with the
measurements are discussed in section 7. Finally, the results and conclusions are presented
in section 8.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [5, 6] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity
range 2 <  < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector
includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector sur-
rounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream of
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a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip
detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the magnet. The tracking system pro-
vides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative uncertainty
that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV=c. The minimum distance of a
track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution
of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component of the momentum transverse to the beam,
in GeV=c. Dierent types of charged hadrons are distinguished using information from two
ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors [7]. Photons, electrons and hadrons are identied by a
calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromag-
netic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identied by a system composed
of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
The polarity of the dipole magnet is reversed periodically throughout data taking. The
congurations with the magnetic eld upwards, MagUp, and downwards, MagDown, bend
respectively positively and negatively charged particles in the horizontal plane towards the
centre of the LHC.
The online event selection is performed by a trigger system [8], which consists of a
hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by
a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction. At the hardware-trigger stage,
events are required to have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron with high
transverse energy in the calorimeters. In the oine selection, the hardware trigger signals
are associated with reconstructed particles. Selection requirements can therefore be made
on whether the decision is due to the signal candidate, other particles produced in the pp
collision, or a combination of both. The latter is used in this analysis. The software trigger
is divided into two parts. The rst part employs a partial reconstruction of the tracks,
and a requirement on pT and IP is applied to, at least, one nal-state track forming the
D+(s) candidate. In the second part a full event reconstruction is performed and dedicated
algorithms are used to select D+(s) candidates decaying into three charged hadrons.
In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [9] with a specic LHCb
conguration [10]. Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [11], in which
nal-state radiation is generated using Photos [12]. The interaction of the generated
particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4 toolkit [13]
as described in ref. [14].
3 Method
The ratios of branching fractions are measured as
B(D+(s)! fsignal)
B(D+(s)! fnorm)
=
Nprodsignal
Nprodnorm
; (3.1)
where fsignal and fnorm correspond to the nal states of the signal and normalisation D
+
(s)
decays, and Nprodsignal and N
prod
norm are the total number of produced signal and normalisation
decays. These numbers are determined by correcting the observed yields of signal (Nobssignal)
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and normalisation (Nobsnorm) decays after full selection criteria by the total respective ecien-
cies, which are obtained from simulation and from calibration data samples. Since there
are no reliable decay amplitude models available for all the D+(s)! h 1 h+2 h+3 decays,2 the
simulated samples are generated according to phase space distribution. As the eciency,
", is not uniform across the phase space, both the eciency and the number of observed
decays are obtained in bins of the Dalitz plot (DP) [15], built with two independent in-
variant masses squared, denoted as s(h 1 h
+
2 ) and s(h
 
1 h
+
3 ). The total number of produced
decays is then evaluated as
Nprod =
NbinsX
i
Nobsi
"i
; (3.2)
where the index i runs over the bins within the kinematically allowed region of the de-
cay DP. When the decay has two identical particles in the nal state, the DP is folded,
with axes corresponding to the highest and lowest values of the two invariants, shi(h
 h0+)
and slo(h
 h0+).
The distributions of both the eciencies and observed yields over the phase space are
obtained separately for statistically independent datasets split by magnet polarity. For each
pair of signal and normalisation decays, the nal experimental result is the combination of
the MagDown and MagUp measurements of the ratio of branching fractions.
Systematic uncertainties are estimated using the ratios of observed yields Nobssignal=N
obs
norm
and the ratios of average eciencies, where the average is over the DP bins with weights
given by the corresponding yields of observed candidates. They are also obtained separately
for the dierent magnet polarities. The contributions from the relative uncertainties on
the ratios of yields and on eective eciencies are then added in quadrature to provide the
relative uncertainty on each ratio of branching fractions.
4 Oine selection
The oine candidate selection reduces the combinatorial background and suppresses spe-
cic peaking structures in the various mass spectra. These structures are due to crossfeeds
from decays of other charm particles, which occur when one or more nal-state particles
are misidentied or not reconstructed.
A rst set of requirements exploits the decay topology by selecting combinations of
three charged hadrons forming a good quality decay vertex, well detached from the PV.
The PV is that with the smallest value of 2IP, where 
2
IP is dened as the dierence in the
vertex-t 2 of the PV reconstructed with and without the particle under consideration,
in this case the D+(s) candidate. The requirements at this level are made on the following
quantities: the distance between the PV and the D+(s) decay vertex; the IP of the D
+
(s)
candidate; the angle between the reconstructed D+(s) momentum and the ight direction;
the 2 of the D+(s) decay vertex t; the distance of closest approach between any two
nal-state tracks; and the momentum, the transverse momentum and the 2IP of the D
+
(s)
2Here h denotes a pion or a kaon and the particle ordering is such that h1 has opposite charge with
respect to the D+(s) candidate.
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candidate and of its decay products. For each branching-fraction ratio measurement, signal
and normalisation-channel candidates are selected with the same topology requirements,
allowing a partial cancellation of the systematic uncertainties. Besides being eective to
reduce combinatorial background, these topology criteria suppress the background from the
decays D+ ! D0+, where the D0 decays to two charged hadrons, such as D0 ! K +
or D0 ! K +0.
Particle identication (PID) criteria are used to distinguish between kaons and pions
and to veto muons from semileptonic decays with two charged hadrons and a muon in
the nal state, such as the D+ ! K ++ decay. Further selection criteria based on
more stringent PID requirements or invariant-mass vetoes are used to suppress crossfeeds
contributing to each decay mode, except for the D+s !  K+K+ channel, which does not
present this kind of contamination.
The two main crossfeeds in the D+! K K+K+ channel are those from +c decays into
K K+p and K p+ nal states. The former is the dominant contribution, in spite of being
Cabibbo suppressed, since this background is caused by a single p  K misidentication.
These backgrounds are removed using invariant-mass vetoes. Candidates are reconstructed
under the K K+p and K p+ mass hypotheses and rejected if the resulting invariant
masses are within [2280, 2296] MeV=c2. This veto is slightly dierent for other decay modes
as the reconstructed width of the +c mass peak is aected by the decay channel-dependent
selection criteria.
The main exclusive backgrounds for the D+!  +K+ decay are the fully recon-
structed decays D+s ! K K++, D+ ! K ++, +c !  +p and D+ ! K0SK+,
where K0S decays to 
 +. The D+s ! K K++ decay is the most abundant contamina-
tion, occurring when the K+ meson is misidentied as a pion. The contamination from the
decay D+! K ++ is due to a double K    misidentication. These two backgrounds
are suppressed by stringent PID requirements on the kaon and opposite-charge pion can-
didates. The crossfeed from the +c !  +p decays, on the other hand, is eliminated
by an invariant-mass veto. The p  K misidentication occurs mostly at high momenta,
where the discrimination between these two particles is limited. Candidates are recon-
structed under the  +p hypothesis and rejected if their invariant mass is within the
interval [2275, 2300] MeV=c2. The decay D+ ! K0S ( +)K+ has the same nal state as
the D+!  +K+ decay, hence this contamination cannot be suppressed using PID. In
this case, candidates with  + invariant mass within the interval [488, 508] MeV=c2 are
discarded.
The main backgrounds in the D+s ! K K++ sample are the D+! K ++ and the
+c ! K p+ decays. A stringent PID requirement on the K+ candidate is used to sup-
press the contamination from D+! K ++ decays, whereas an invariant-mass veto elim-
inates the +c ! K p+ background. The K K++ candidate is reconstructed as K p+
and the candidate is discarded if the resulting invariant mass is within [2275, 2305] MeV=c2.
The +c ! K p+ decay is the main specic background contribution in the
D+! K K++ sample. The K K++ candidates are reconstructed as K p+ and
those with invariant mass within [2275, 2305] MeV=c2 are vetoed.
There are two backgrounds in the D+! K ++ sample, the decays D+s ! K K++
and +c ! K p+. To reject the +c background the K ++ candidates are recon-
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structed as K p+ and those with invariant mass within [2280, 2300] MeV=c2 are vetoed.
The crossfeed from D+s ! K K++ is suppressed using a stringent PID requirement on
the pion candidate with the highest momentum.
5 Eciencies
In order to take into account the variation of the eciencies across the phase space, the
measurement of the ratios of branching fractions in this analysis is based upon the correc-
tion of the observed yields in bins of the corresponding DP.
In each bin i of the DP, the overall selection eciencies for signal and normalisation
modes, "i in eq. (3.2), are factorised into components that are independently measured.
The acceptance due to the detector geometry and the eciencies due to trigger, nal
state particles reconstruction, oine selection and invariant-mass vetoes are obtained from
simulation.
The PID eciency of each candidate is estimated by multiplying the eciencies for
each nal-state particle, which are evaluated from calibration samples of D0 ! K +
decays [16] and depend on the particle momentum, pseudorapidity and event charged-
particle multiplicity. Average PID eciencies are in the range of 60 to 70%.
There are some small dierences in the hardware trigger and tracking eciencies be-
tween data and simulation. These dierences are accounted for by weighting the simulation
using data. The tracking-correction weight is obtained by multiplying the weights for each
nal-state particle, determined as a function of the particle momentum, transverse mo-
mentum, dipole magnet polarity and event charged-particle multiplicity [17]. The impact
of this correction on the individual eciencies is at the level of 3%.
The trigger eciency correction follows the method described in ref. [18]. The total
data sample for each decay mode is separated into two mutually exclusive subsamples. The
rst is composed of candidates that are triggered at the hardware level by one or more of
the nal state particles interacting in the hadronic calorimeter. The second is composed
of candidates triggered only by particles in the rest of the event. The correction makes
use of calibration data samples of D0 ! K + decays and aects dierently these two
subsamples. The correction factors are evaluated as a function of the DP position for
each subsample and combined into a single eciency correction map according to their
proportions in data.
The nal eciency maps, obtained after the full selection and corrections described
above, are shown in gure 2, for all decays, for MagDown polarity (the plots for MagUp
are similar). The binning schemes used for each mode are introduced in these plots. The
corresponding average eciencies vary among the dierent decay modes from 2:710 4 (for
D+s ! K K++) to 7:010 4 (for D+! K K++). The dierent lifetimes of the parent
mesons and dierent PID criteria are the predominant contributions to this variation. The
ratios between signal and normalisation channels are given in table 2. The impact of
the dierent corrections (tracking, trigger and charged-particle multiplicity) applied to the
eciencies is below 1.5% for all ratios.
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Figure 2. Eciency maps for (top left) D+! K K+K+, (top right) D+!  +K+, (middle
left) D+s !  K+K+, (middle right) D+! K K++, (bottom left) D+! K ++ and (bottom
right) D+s ! K K++ decays with PID eciency, tracking, multiplicity and hardware trigger
eciency corrections, for MagDown polarity.
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Ratio of eciencies MagDown MagUp
"D+!K K+K+="D+!K ++ 1.0024 0.0034 1.0077 0.0033
"D+! +K+="D+!K ++ 0.958 0.005 0.956 0.005
"D+s! K+K+="D+s!K K++ 1.242 0.013 1.215 0.014
"D+!K K++="D+!K ++ 1.096 0.008 1.108 0.009
Table 2. Ratios of average eciencies for the full selection. The quoted uncertainty is due to the
limited size of the simulated sample only (see section 7).
6 Determination of the yields
The yields of the signal and normalisation channels are determined by extended binned
maximum-likelihood ts to the invariant-mass distribution of each sample independently.
For each channel, the signal probability distribution function (PDF) is represented by a
sum of a Gaussian function and two Crystal Ball (CB) [19] functions, while the background
is modelled by an exponential function. The signal PDF is
Psig(M) = fG G(; G) + (1  fG) [fCB  CB1(;R1G; 1; N1)+
(1  fCB) CB2(;R2G; 2; N2)] ; (6.1)
where  and G are the mean value and the width of the Gaussian function G. The two
Crystal Ball functions, CB1 and CB2, have widths R1G and R2G, and tail parameters
1, N1 and 2, N2. A common parameter, , describes the most probable mass value of
the two Crystal Balls and the mean of the Gaussian function.
The fractions of each PDF component are fG for the Gaussian function, (1 fG)fCB
for CB1 and (1  fG) (1  fCB) for CB2. The parameters i, Ni, Ri, fCB and fG dening
the signal PDF are xed to the values obtained from a t to the simulation sample. The
position of the signal mass peak presents a small dependence on the charge of the D+(s) meson
and on the magnet polarity. Therefore, the samples are divided into four subsamples to
ensure a precise determination of the yields.
Due to the large size of the samples of CF channels D+! K ++, D+s ! K K++
and for the CS channel D+! K K++, the convergence and goodness of the t are
sensitive to the momentum-dependent resolution of the D+(s) candidate, making it dicult
to t these samples with a single set of parameters. For this reason, the D+! K ++
and D+! K K++ (D+s ! K K++) samples are further divided into 50 (20) bins of
D+(s) momentum. The variation of G over the momentum bins is of the order of 50%. For
each magnet polarity, the total signal yield, shown in table 3, is the sum of the yields in
the dierent subsets. For illustration purposes, the invariant-mass distribution for each of
the DCS decay modes and for the CS channel are shown in gure 3 for the whole sample,
summing also over the two magnet polarities, with the associated t results superimposed.
The mass distributions for the CF normalisation modes are shown in gure 4.
The observed signal yields in bins of the DP, Nobsi in eq. (3.2), are determined using
the sPlot technique [20]. For each data subset, the signal and background sWeights are
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Yields [103]
Channel MagDown MagUp Total
D+! K K+K+ 67.61 0.33 66.69 0.33 134.30 0.47
D+!  +K+ 401.2 1.0 393.7 1.0 794.9 1.4
D+s !  K+K+ 33.7 0.4 33.6 0.4 67.2 0.5
D+! K K++ 11 657 4 11 482 4 23 139 5
D+! K ++ (y) 103 282 10 101 008 10 204 290 14
D+! K ++ (yy) 80 197 10 78 530 10 158 727 13
D+s ! K K++ 11 629 4 11 414 4 23 044 5
Table 3. Observed yields for signal and normalisation modes with statistical uncertainties.
The entry for the decay D+ ! K ++(y) corresponds to the yields obtained from the t to
D+! K ++ sample with cuts optimised for the D+! K K+K+ and D+! K K++ selec-
tions. The entry for the decay D+! K ++(yy) is for ts to D+! K ++ samples with cuts
optimised for the D+!  +K+ selection.
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Figure 3. Invariant-mass distributions of (top left) D+! K K+K+, (top right) D+!  +K+,
(bottom left) D+s !  K+K+ and (bottom right) D+ ! K K++ with the corresponding t
result superimposed (red solid line). The blue dotted line corresponds to the signal PDF and the
dashed grey line shows the background PDF.
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Figure 4. Invariant-mass distributions of candidates of the normalisation modes (left)
D+! K ++ and (right) D+s ! K K++ with the corresponding t result superimposed (red
solid line). The blue dotted line corresponds to the signal PDF and the dashed grey line shows the
background PDF.
Produced yields [107]
Decay MagDown MagUp
D+! K K+K+ 10.52 0.06 10.54 0.06
D+!  +K+ 84.2 0.4 84.4 0.4
D+s !  K+K+ 9.85 0.15 10.04 0.17
D+! K K++ 1659 12 1651 13
D+! K ++(y) 16103 40 16092 40
D+! K ++(yy) 16130 50 16101 50
D+s ! K K++ 4221 34 4150 33
Table 4. Produced yields for each decay mode with statistical uncertainties, shown separately for
MagDown and MagUp samples. The numbers given for the decay D+! K ++(y) correspond to
the sample with cuts optimised for the D+! K K+K+ and D+! K K++ and those for the
decay D+! K ++(yy) to the sample with cuts optimised for the D+!  +K+ selection.
obtained from the maximum-likelihood t, and the former are used to compute the number
of signal candidates in each bin of the phase space for each data subset. No signicant
correlation between the D+(s) candidate mass and position in the DP is observed. The DP
with the total signal yields for all decays (merging D+(s) and D
 
(s), MagDown and MagUp
subsets) are shown in gure 5.
With the yields of observed candidates and the eciencies obtained in bins of the
DP for signal and normalisation modes, the total yields produced in the pp collisions are
evaluated using eq. (3.2). These numbers are listed in table 4, separately for the MagDown
and MagUp samples and can then be used for the determination of the dierent ratios of
branching fractions.
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7 Systematic uncertainties
Due to the similar decay topologies and selections applied to signal and normalisation
channels within independent data subsets, many systematic uncertainties related to the
nal state factorise and cancel in the ratio of signal to normalisation yields and eciencies.
The systematic uncertainties due to the limited size of the simulation samples are
determined using pseudoexperiments. The number of generated events in each pseudoex-
periment is obtained randomly in bins of the DP according to a Poisson distribution and
corrected by the nominal eciency and correction maps due to PID, tracking and trigger.
The uncertainties of the signal and normalisation eciencies are taken as the Gaussian
width of the resulting distributions of average eciencies. The mean value of these distri-
butions are compatible with the nominal values. The resulting uncertainties of the ratios
of eciencies are given in table 2 and the corresponding relative systematic uncertainties
are given in table 5.
In order to estimate the uncertainties on the ratios of eective eciencies arising from
the limited size of the calibration samples used to determine the PID eciency and the
tracking and trigger corrections, 100 tables are generated, with eciencies or corrections
uctuating according to Gaussian functions centred at the nominal value and with width
equal to their nominal uncertainties. For each generated table, the DP map of eciencies
are re-evaluated for signal and normalisation channels using the same procedure as the one
used for the determination of the nominal eciency maps. The distribution of the eciency
ratio is tted with a Gaussian function, whose width is taken as systematic uncertainty.
An additional systematic uncertainty is assigned to the ratios of tracking eciencies
when signal and normalisation decay modes have a dierent number of kaons and pions
in the nal state. The fractions of kaons and pions which cannot be reconstructed due
to hadronic interactions that occur before the last tracking station are estimated using
a simulated sample of D+! K ++ decays. Assuming a 10% uncertainty on the de-
scription of the detector material [17], per-track uncertainties on the eciency of kaons
and pions of (1.4320.015)% and (1.7020.011)%, respectively, are obtained. The residual
uncertainties due to the dierent interactions of particles with opposite charge with the
detector material are estimated to be negligible when compared to the uncertainty due
to the limited size of the calibration samples, since the nal branching-fraction ratios are
averaged over particle charge and magnet polarity. This is the most important source of
systematic uncertainty for the B(D+! K K+K+)=B(D+! K ++) measurement.
The systematic uncertainty due to the t model is estimated using an alternative
parametrisation for the signal based on the sum of two CB functions with a common
mean. The observed yields obtained with this model are used to measure the branching-
fraction ratios with the same procedure as for the nominal evaluation and the dierence
between the two results is assigned as systematic uncertainty.
The eect of residual charm contamination is studied. The stringent PID requirements
are chosen to suppress the charm backgrounds to minimal levels, so that any remaining con-
tribution does not aect the signal yields, either because the number of candidates is very
low or because its shape is broad enough to be absorbed in the yield of the combinatorial
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Figure 5. Dalitz plots of the (top left) D+! K K+K+, (top right) D+!  +K+, where the
K0S veto can be seen, (middle left) D
+
s !  K+K+, (middle right) D+! K K++, (bottom left)
D+! K ++ and (bottom right) D+s ! K K++ decays, with signal weights from sPlot . A
logarithmic scale is used for the D+! K K++ and D+s ! K K++ channels.
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Source B(D
+!K K+K+)
B(D+!K ++)
B(D+! +K+)
B(D+!K ++)
B(D+s! K+K+)
B(D+s!K K++)
B(D+!K K++)
B(D+!K ++)
MagDown
Size of simulation 0.34 0.47 1.0 0.75
PID 0.022 0.019 0.022 0.013
Tracking 0.22 0.069 0.079 0.11
Trigger corr. 0.011 0.0025 0.0050 0.0057
Mat. description 0.53 | | 0.27
Fit Model 0.14 0.03 0.64 0.06
Sec. decays 0.18 0.25 0.31 0.11
DP Binning 0.09 0.05 0.30 0.13
Total syst. 0.72 0.54 1.3 0.82
Statistical 0.54 0.25 1.4 0.03
MagUp
Size of simulation 0.32 0.52 1.2 0.81
PID 0.030 0.020 0.023 0.021
Tracking 0.22 0.070 0.080 0.10
Trigger corr. 0.011 0.0024 0.0057 0.0060
Mat. description 0.53 | | 0.27
Fit Model 0.13 0.07 0.54 0.06
Sec. decays 0.18 0.24 0.38 0.09
DP Binning 0.11 0.03 0.07 0.28
Total syst. 0.71 0.58 1.3 0.91
Statistical 0.54 0.25 1.4 0.03
Table 5. Relative systematic uncertainties for the MagDown and MagUp results (in %). The
statistical uncertainties are also given for comparison.
background. This assumption is tested by explicitly estimating the residual contamina-
tions and their shapes from data and simulation, and including them in the mass ts. No
signicant eects are found for any of the signal modes. The impact of the mass vetoes
used to reject the +c contamination is studied by further enlarging the mass-veto window
by 5 MeV=c2 for all channels. No signicant deviation is observed in any of the nal results
and therefore no systematic uncertainty is assigned.
The eect of a potential contamination from decays of D+(s) from b-hadron decays,
which could be dierent for signal and normalisation samples, is investigated by tightening
the requirement on 2IP to two alternative values and measuring the ratios of branching
fractions. The largest deviation from the nominal value is assigned as systematic uncer-
tainty.
The systematic uncertainty due to the choice of DP binning scheme is evaluated as the
deviation of the ratio of produced yields obtained with alternative binning schemes from
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Channel MagDown (10 3)
B(D+! K K+K+)=B(D+! K ++) 0.653 0.004 0.005
B(D+!  +K+)=B(D+! K ++) 5.220 0.013 0.028
B(D+s !  K+K+)=B(D+s ! K K++) 2.333 0.033 0.030
B(D+! K K++)=B(D+! K ++) 103.00 0.03  0.85
Channel MagUp (10 3)
B(D+! K K+K+)=B(D+! K ++) 0.655 0.004 0.005
B(D+!  +K+)=B(D+! K ++) 5.244 0.013 0.030
B(D+s !  K+K+)=B(D+s ! K K++) 2.419 0.035 0.032
B(D+! K K++)=B(D+! K ++) 102.59 0.03  0.93
Table 6. Ratios of branching fractions, shown separately for MagDown and MagUp samples. The
rst uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic.
that obtained with the nominal binning schemes. These binning schemes are dened by
changing the nominal number of bins by 1, 2 and 4 units in each DP axis.
The systematic uncertainties due to the dierent sources considered in this analysis
are summarised in table 5, separately for the MagDown and MagUp results. Except for
the B(D+! K K+K+)=B(D+! K ++) measurement, the most important source of
systematic uncertainty is the limited size of the simulation samples. However, the only
result with total uncertainty dominated by this contribution is the branching-fraction ratio
of the CS decay D+! K K++.
The ratios of branching fractions obtained with data taken with the two magnet po-
larities are shown in table 6, with statistical and systematic uncertainties. For each decay
mode the two results are compatible and no additional systematic uncertainty is assigned
to the eect of detector asymmetry.
8 Results
Final ratios of branching fractions are obtained by combining the two measurements shown
in table 6, accounting for 100% correlation [21] between the systematic uncertainties due to
the material description in the simulation, t model, contamination from secondary decays
and DP binning. For the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed channels, the results are
B(D+! K K+K+)
B(D+! K ++) = (6:541 0:025 0:042) 10
 4;
B(D+!  +K+)
B(D+! K ++) = (5:231 0:009 0:023) 10
 3;
B(D+s !  K+K+)
B(D+s ! K K++)
= (2:372 0:024 0:025) 10 3;
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where the rst uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. These values are
consistent with the current world averages, being compatible at the 1.4, 2.4 and 0.2
levels, respectively.
In addition, the result for the Cabibbo-suppressed mode D+! K K++ is
B(D+! K K++)
B(D+! K ++) = (10:282 0:002 0:068) 10
 2;
where again the rst uncertainties are statistical and the second systematic. It is in agree-
ment with the world average [3] at the 1.6 level, improving the precision by a factor 2.6.
The ratios of branching fractions are combined with the world-average values [3] of the
branching fractions of the CF decays D+! K ++ (8:98 0:28)% and D+s ! K K++
(5:45 0:17)% to compute the branching fractions of the DCS modes
B(D+! K K+K+) = (5:87 0:02 0:04 0:18) 10 5;
B(D+!  +K+) = (4:70 0:01 0:02 0:15) 10 4;
B(D+s !  K+K+) = (1:293 0:013 0:014 0:040) 10 4;
and of the CS mode
B(D+! K K++) = (9:233 0:002 0:061 0:288) 10 3;
where the uncertainties are statistical, systematic and due to the uncertainty of the nor-
malisation channel, respectively. Altogether, these represent the best measurements up
to date.
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